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Abstract

We present several ways to initialize and train Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) for gesture recognition. These
include using a single initial model for training (re-
estimation), multiple random initial models, and initial
models directly computed from physical considerations.
Each of the initial models is trained on multiple obser-
vation sequences using both Baum-Welch and the Viterbi
Path Counting algorithm on three different model struc-
tures: Fully Connected (or ergodic), Left-Right, and Left-
Right Banded. After performing many recognition trials on
our video database of 780 letter gestures, results show that
a) the simpler the structure is, the less the effect of the ini-
tial model, b) the direct computation method for designing
the initial model is effective and provides insight into HMM
learning, and c) Viterbi Path Counting performs best over-
all and depends much less on the initial model than does
Baum-Welch training.

Keywords: Hidden Markov Model(HMM), Baum-
Welch learning, Viterbi Path Counting, Discrete obser-
vation sequences, Segmentation.

1 Introduction

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been widely used
with considerable success in speech and handwriting recog-
nition during recent decades[1, 2, 3]. More recently they
have been successfully applied to problems in computer vi-
sion and pattern recognition. Schlenzig and Hunter (1994)
designed the recursive identification of gesture inputs us-
ing Hidden Markov Models to recognize three gestures [6].
Later, Starner (1998) used Hidden Markov Models for vi-
sual recognition of American Sign Language (ASL) [4]. In
a related project, Lee and Kim (1999) designed an HMM-
based threshold model approach for recognition of ten ges-
tures to control PowerPoint slides [5].

In earlier work, Davis and Lovell (2002) studied the ef-

fects of varying weighting factors in learning from multiple
observation sequences [7]. Later, Davis and Lovell (2003)
compared multiple-sequence Baum-Welch [1], Ensemble
methods [9], and Viterbi Path Counting methods [10, 8] on
synthetic and real data. This study determined that Viterbi
Path Counting was the best and fastest method. However
the problem of choosing the initial model for the training
(re-estimation) process was left as an open problem and is
the topic of this paper.

Here we investigate three different ways of generating
the initial models used in training: 1) Single Random initial
models, 2) Multiple Random initial models, and 3) Directly
Computed initial models based on physical insight into the
problem at hand.

We apply three kinds of Baum-Welch training algo-
rithms: equal weight Baum-Welch method, the Ensemble
method and the Viterbi Path Counting method to evalu-
ate the initial model effects. The model structures used
are Fully Connected (FC), Left-Right (LR), and Left-Right
Banded (LRB).

In trials of a gesture recognition system for a set of 26
single-stroke letter gestures (described in more detail in
[11]), the judicious choice of initial models provided a sub-
stantial improvement on the recognition rate in FC models.
The results also show that 1) the simpler the HMM struc-
ture, the less effect the initial model has, 2) that Viterbi
Path Counting performs better and is less sensitive to ini-
tial model choice than Baum-Welch. This is particularly
true on LRB models where VPC attained the overall best
performance of any method.

2 HMM Initial Model Design

A Hidden Markov Model consists of N states, each of which
is associated with a set of M possible observations. It in-
cludes the initial parameterπ, a transition matrixA and an
observation matrixB, and can be specified by the HMM
model parameter setλ = (A,B, π).
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2.1 Static Initial Parameter

The use of a single initial model is common in Baum-Welch
training. When we train HMMs on multiple observation se-
quences, we only set up the initial model once, and all ob-
servation sequences are trained on the same initial model.
The model trained using this method is highly dependent
on the choice of initial model, and the performance of the
trained models vary greatly. The reason is that Baum-Welch
is only able to find a local maximum, not a global maxi-
mum. Thus if the initial model is located near the global
maximum, the trained model works well, but not otherwise.

2.2 Multiple Random Initial Models

To overcome the problem of the single initial model choice,
in this method we generate multiple initial models, with
the number being the same as the number of observation
sequences. At the same time, we make them evenly dis-
tributed in the space. We expect that this group of initial
models should include several points near the global max-
imum. We design the ensemble method for training the
HMMs so that each observation sequence is trained on its
own initial model.

2.3 Directly Computed Models

The main motivation for considering directly computed
HMMs was to gain a deeper insight into the way HMMs
learn gesture patterns and to determine more reasonable ini-
tial models than random starts.

Here we present a way of pre-computing the initial
model directly from the training data set. We derive the
direct computation method by analyzing the LRB struc-
ture (figure 2). The LRB model structure allows only self-
transitions (Sn → Sn) and transitions to the next indexed
state (Sn → Sn+1), until finally reaching the terminal state.
We therefore attempt to segment the gesture (i.e., segment
the observation sequence) according to the expected dura-
tion time of each state. The simplest approach is to evenly
segment the total duration of the gesture according to the
number of states, and then determine theA matrix from
the time duration equation (2). TheA matrix can be com-
puted using the “true” state path and the duration equation.
The observation sequence overlaid on the state path can be
treated as Gaussian positional noise, so theB matrix can
be directly computed by fitting a Gaussian mixture to the
histogram on the real data set and solved through the cor-
responding equations. An example of a directly computed
initial model is shown in figure 1.

A =




0.83 0.17 0 0
0 0.83 0.17 0
0 0 0.83 0.17
0 0 0 1


 (1)

Figure 1: Max-Value Gaussian Distribution showing A val-
ues and B histograms for 4 states.

2.3.1 A Matrix Computation

The A matrix is computed using the state duration equa-
tion (duration time in a state, conditioned on starting in that
state):

di =
1

1− ai,i
(2)

wheredi is the state duration time and, andai,i is theA-
matrix parameter. The observation sequence(T ) is seg-
mented evenly and the duration time is the same for each
state. For example, if 3 states are used, the observation se-
quence length(T ) is 24, and the duration time is 24/3=8; if
d = 8, thenai,i = 0.875, and because the row sum is 1, then
the other value is 0.125. In a similar way,a3,3 = 1; so theA
matrix is fully calculated. The initialA matrices for FC and
LR structures are generated randomly, and we choose the
largest two elements of each each row i and place these in
positionsai,i andai,(i+1). This method forces the the ran-
domly generated matrix to be closer to the LRB form which
is known to produce good recogntion rates.

2.3.2 B Matrix Computation

We calculate a Gaussian mixture distribution based on the
observation histogram distributions to compute the B ma-
trix.
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whereµ,σ are the Gaussian mean and standard deviation
parameters respectively for the distributionf .

We first plot the histograms of observations in the train-
ing data set. There are 18 possible values for the obser-
vation symbols, the observation sequence length or period
(T ) is 24 (the videos consist of 25 frames so there are 24
angle symbols for each interframe interval), and the train-
ing set comprises 20 observation sequences (T × 20). We
segment the training set evenly according to the number of
states (N ). Each segmentat has durationT/N , and we his-
togram the observations to estimate the pdf. For example,
if there are 3 states and the periodT is 24, state 1 corre-
sponds to the first 8 observations, state 2 to the second 8,
and state 3 to the third 8, for all 20 observation sequences.
Histogramming the observations for each state separately,
we find that the histograms have several peaks. We choose
no more than three maximum peaks and fit Gaussian Distri-
butions (equation ) around each peak. Finally, we normalize
the distribution to sum to 1 so it can be used as a row of the
B matrix.

3 Two Types of Baum-Welch and
Viterbi Path Counting

We used the traditional Baum Welch [1] and Viterbi Path
Counting [8] algorithms to train the HMM models.

3.1 Three Classes of Model Structure

There are three types of model structures shown in figure 2.
In an FC HMM, every state of the model can be reached
from every other state of the model. The characteristic prop-
erty of LR HMMs is that no transitions are allowed to states
whose indices are lower than the current state. The third
special model structure is the LRB model. This has a tran-
sition structure consisting of a single linear chain contain-
ing only self-transitions and transitions from elements to the
following element in the linear chain.

3.2 Equal Weight Baum-Welch

In our system, each gesture has multiple observation se-
quences (Numseq=K). The most common method is to use
the multi-sequence training algorithm proposed by Rabiner

a) Full Connection (Ergodic)

b) Left-Right

c) Banded LR Model

Figure 2: Three types of model structure

and Juang [1]. This uses the K observation sequences at
each stage of the Baum-Welch re-estimation process to it-
eratively update a single HMM parameter set. The re-
estimation formulae for this type of iterative method are as
follows:

aij =
∑

k Wk

∑Tk

t=1 αk
i aijbj(O

(k)
t+1)β

(k)
t+1(j)∑

k Wk

∑Tk

t=1 ak
t (i)βk

t (i)
(5)

bij =

∑
k Wk

∑
Ot(k)=vj

αk
t (i)βk

t (i)
∑

k Wk

∑Tk

t=1 αk
t (i)βk

t (i)
(6)

whereWk = 1/Pk, k ∈ [1,K] is the inverse of the proba-
bility of the current model estimate generating training se-
quence k, evaluated using the forward algorithm. In our
system, we set allWk = 1, and achieve similar results to
those obtained by settingWk = 1/Pk (see [7] for exam-
ples of varying these weights on synthetic data).Ok is the
observation symbol at timet emitted by sequencek. The
forward and backward algorithms defineαk

t (i) andβk
t (i)

for sequencek, time t and statei respectively.
The Baum-Welch algorithm is an “iterative update” al-

gorithm which re-estimates parameters of a given Hidden
Markov Model to produce a new model which has a higher
probability of generating the given observation sequence.
This re-estimation procedure is continued until no more sig-
nificant improvement in probability can be obtained and the
local maximum is thus found. However, the training results
depend greatly on the choice of the initial model.

3.3 Ensemble Method

The approach described here is a special case of the method
suggested by Mackay [9] where an ensemble of models is
trained. It has been studied on synthetic data in [8]. This
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combines ML methods in a Bayesian merging step to maxi-
mize posterior probability. In this adaptation of the method,
one model is estimated for each of theK observation se-
quences. Other approaches are possible but are not con-
sidered here. This enables the formation ofK independent
model estimates from the training sequences. From these
estimates, the next step is to examine the efficacy of com-
bining the independent parameter estimates using a range of
simple averaging techniques of the following form:

aij =

∑
k Wka

(k)
ij∑

k Wk
(7)

bij =
∑

k Wkb
(k)
ik∑

k Wk
(8)

πi =
∑

k Wkπ
(k)
i∑

k Wk
(9)

whereWk is the weighting factor for each sequence and
λ(k) = (A(k), B(k), π(k)). Refer to [7] for a range of syn-
thetic data results. The quality of all model estimates is
judged by the probability of that model generating an un-
seen set of test sequences from the same source as theK
training sequences as described below. The intention is to
improve on Rabiner and Juang’s method described above
using a weighted combination of an ensemble of learnt
models to avoid local minima traps as much as possible.
Although each sequence is matched to the structure of each
model, structure is not incorporated in the averaging step
itself. It therefore places a limited reliance upon structure
information. In this experiment only uniform weights are
employed.

3.4 Viterbi Path Counting Algorithm

The Viterbi Path Counting (VPC) training method is dis-
cussed by Davis and Lovell [8]. The method is to use the
Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely path for a given
sequence, and to modify the model parameters along that
path by maintaining matrices of integers corresponding to
Viterbi Path statistics forπ, A andB. It was thought that
this would provide a simple and reliable way of ensuring
the correct relative importance of evidence between a new
sequence and the existing model structure, thus achieving
good learning for both single and multiple sequence HMM
training.

There are many possibilities for the initialization of the
VPC algorithm, including random and uniform count ma-
trices, which can be scaled to any arbitrary amount. In this
paper we only investigate uniform counts with a scaling fac-
tor of 5; i.e. each counter for each ofA,B, π starts with a
value of 5.

4 Experiments on the Gesture Recog-
nition System and Discussion

In order to evaluate the initial model performance, we used
a video gesture recognition system which can recognize 26
gestures corresponding to the letters of the alphabet. There
were 20 training samples and 10 test samples for each dis-
tinct gesture; so there are 760 gesture videos in the database
in total. After trajectory estimation and smoothing, the an-
gle of movement of the centre of the hand was discretized
into 1 to 18 directions over the 25 frames of video to form
the discrete observation sequences. Figure 3 illustrates sev-
eral letters and shows how they were recorded.

Figure 3: Hand gestures for A, B, C and D

Since the length of the observation sequence (T) is 24,
this is easy to divide evenly into N=3, 4, 5, or 8 segments.
When N is 5,7,9 and 10, we distributed the remainder evenly
between the last segments. Thus for N=5, our segment
lengths were 4, 5, 5, 5, and 5.

We apply the traditional Baum-Welch [1] and the Viterbi
Path Counting [8] algorithms to train HMMs over FC, LR,
and LRB structures, with the number of states ranging from
3 to 10.

Figure 4 shows the recognition rates on the real gesture
data set with 26 gestures. Each value is an average over
10 test samples for all 26 gestures. The column of means
shows the average over all numbers of states. The spread
around this mean shows the sensitivity to model size. After
analyzing the table of recognition rates, we draw the fol-
lowing conclusions:

1. For the FC structure, whether using Baum- Welch or
VPC, the initial model choices have a dramatic effect
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Baum Welch State=3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean
1. FC/S 66.54 80.00 75.20 75.60 77.60 76.80 77.60 76.00 75.67
2. LR/S 92.31 84.80 81.20 84.80 86.40 86.00 85.60 81.60 85.34
3. LRB/S 92.15 85.38 90.77 85.77 89.62 89.62 90.00 88.46 88.97
4. FC/M 76.15 71.92 72.69 74.23 70.00 71.54 75.38 75.38 73.41
5. LR/M 90.77 92.69 93.08 94.23 93.85 91.54 90.38 90.38 92.12
6. LRB/M 90.00 95.77 94.62 89.23 86.15 75.77 56.54 19.23 75.91
7. FC/P 90.00 91.15 90.38 89.23 90.38 91.54 93.08 92.69 91.06
8. LR/P 89.62 90.00 90.38 89.62 88.46 89.23 90.00 90.38 89.71
9. LRB/P 90.00 90.00 89.62 90.00 89.23 90.00 89.23 90.00 89.76
Difference State=3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean
10 FC/M-FC/S 12.6 -11.2 -3.5 -1.8 -10.9 -7.4 -2.9 -0.8 -3.1
11 LB/M-LB/S -1.7 8.5 12.8 10.0 7.9 6.1 5.3 9.7 7.4
12 LRB/M-LRB/S -2.4 10.8 4.1 3.9 -4.0 -18.3 -59.2 -360.0 -17.2
13 FC/P-FC/S 26.1 12.2 16.8 15.3 14.1 16.1 16.6 18.0 16.9
14 LR/P-LR/S -3.0 5.8 10.2 5.4 2.3 3.6 4.9 9.7 4.9
15 LRB/P-LRB/S -2.4 5.1 -1.3 4.7 -0.4 0.4 -0.9 1.7 0.9
16 FC/P-FC/M 15.4 21.1 19.6 16.8 22.5 21.8 19.0 18.7 19.4
17 LR/P-LR/M -1.3 -3.0 -3.0 -5.2 -6.1 -2.6 -0.4 0.0 -2.7
18 LRB/P-LRB/M 0.0 -6.4 -5.6 0.9 3.5 15.8 36.6 78.6 15.4

VPC State=3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean
19. FC/SU 63.85 53.20 59.60 55.20 45.60 44.40 49.20 43.20 51.78
20. LR/SU 91.15 91.20 91.20 90.40 91.20 90.40 90.40 90.00 90.74
21. LRB/SU 93.08 90.38 95.00 93.85 94.23 94.23 94.62 95.00 93.80
22. FC/P 70.00 71.15 77.31 78.08 77.31 78.46 77.31 75.00 75.58
23. LR/P 90.00 90.77 90.38 91.15 91.54 90.38 90.00 89.62 90.48
24. LRB/P 92.31 90.38 90.38 91.54 90.77 90.00 89.62 90.38 90.67
Difference State=3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean
25. FC/P-FC/S 8.79 25.23 22.91 29.30 41.02 43.41 36.36 42.40 31.49
26. LR/P-LR/S -1.28 -0.47 -0.91 0.82 0.37 -0.02 -0.44 -0.42 -0.29
27. LRB/P-LRB/S -0.83 0.00 -5.11 -2.52 -3.81 -4.70 -5.58 -5.11 -3.45

Figure 4: The recognition rates by three kinds of initial models. We use EM (Ensemble Method), EW (equal weight Baum
Welch), VPC (Viterbi Path Counting), IM (Initial Model),/S (Single Initial Model using EW),/SU (Single Uniform Initial
Model under VPC withA,B, π counters set to 5),/M (Multiple Initial Models using EM),/P (Directly pre-computed IM
using EW). FC (Full Connection), LR (Left-Right), LRB (Left-Right Banded) are the three structures. BW and VPC are the
training algorithms, andLB/P −LB/S (and other similar terms) denotes the difference of the recognition rate between the
pre-computed initial model with the LR structure and the single random initial model with LR structure.

on the recognition rate (rows 1,4,7,19,22). Comparing
the recognition rates for a Single initial model and Pre-
computed initial models, we see a great improvement.
The average improvement for BW is16.9%, and the
improvement for VPC is31.5%. The effect from VPC
is stronger than from BW. FC has too many possible
ways to run, so the single initial model tends to reach
a local maximum, not the global maximum. If we set
the pre-computed model as the initial model, there will
be a greater chance of reaching the global optimum.

2. The effects of improving the initial parameters in the
LR models(rows 2,5,8,20,23) are less apparent than for
FC models. The average improvement is only7.4%
and−0.3% for BW and VPC respectively. For the
LR-Banded structure (rows 3,6,9,21,24), the mean im-

provements are only0.9% and−3.45% respectively.
In terms of the level of dependence on the initial model
choice, FC is high, LR is medium, and LRB is low.
That means that simpler models are less dependent on
initial model selection. It seems that the simpler the
structure is, the more chance there is of reaching the
global optimum.

3. For VPC (rows 19-24), the effect of the initial model
choice for both LR and LR-Banded models is quite
small. Some states show a negative improvement on
LRB. The reason is that LRB is the simplest structure,
so it is easy to reach the global optimum. Uniform ini-
tial counts worked well in this trial; future work will
expand the scope of this survey. The pre-defined IM
only provides a general direction for learning, so some
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random or flat generating IM may be closer to the cor-
rect IM. The results suggest that both LR and LRB
structures for VPC are less dependent on the IM choice
than for Baum-Welch. It is also support for the view-
point that VPC is also not as dependent on the initial
model selection. VPC produced the best average score
of 93.7% on LRB models, and achieved the highest
peak of 97% in a separate trial using larger numbers of
states (13).

4. The multiple randomly generated initial models (rows
4,5,6) produced good results under Baum-Welch with
LR models, outperforming VPC on LR models but not
on LRB models. This further supports the idea that
VPC is best-suited in cases where the model structure
is known. The performance of the ensemble method
was quite good on LR models, suggesting that it may
be the best method in cases where the structure is not
well known.

5 Conclusions

We have estimated the performance of HMMs trained from
three kinds of initial models on 26 letter gesture input sys-
tems. Three training algorithms and three model structures
were adopted during the training process. From the results,
we found that the directly pre-computed model method is
a novel and reliable way of designing the initial model and
has a good chance of reaching the global optimum. It per-
forms much better than the random initial models using BW,
especially in the FC model structure. The second conclu-
sion is that because the model structure is simpler, it has
less dependence on the initial model. The third is that more
restricted models using Viterbi Path Counting perform bet-
ter and the dependence on the initial model is relatively less
than for models created using Baum-Welch. In fact VPC us-
ing pre-computed models is not as good as VPC with uni-
form initial models. In cases where the best model struc-
ture is not well known, Ensemble Baum-Welch seems to
be the best method. Viterbi Path Counting seems to be the
best method when the ideal model structure is known. For
our gesture recognition system the best structure was the
Banded Left-Right model. The application of Baum-Welch
to models initialized using the Viterbi Path Counting algo-
rithm would improve performance further and will be the
subject of future research.
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